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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3200 - 3201

There is another way that may work, that is, the magic medicine in his mouth.

The magic medicine was actually revealed by him on purpose.

It was for Levi Garrison to look for it.

How could he casually talk about such an important magical medicine for anxiety?

It’s just that this magic medicine is not in his hands.

It has been hidden by the mysterious people for a long time.

He can only pray that Levi Garrison can find it.

“Levi Garrison, you are worried about the risk of your daughter! I am also worried about my
daughter!”

“If I detoxify your daughter, my daughter will die!”

“You are willing to do anything for your daughter, and so am I! For the safety of my daughter,
I am willing to do anything! I understand how you feel!”

…

Yan Zangsheng sighed again and again.

The other party controlled his daughter.

If he dared to detoxify Levi Garrison’s daughter, then his daughter would die.
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That’s why he was so determined.

It is estimated that changing Levi Garrison is the same…

It is impossible for Yan Zangsheng to help Levi Garrison now!

The other party is staring at him all the time. If you have to make small moves, the other
party will find out immediately.

Another point, whoever targets Levi Garrison like this, he doesn’t even know.

That is to say, who controls his daughter now, he doesn’t know either.

He is also guessing who this group of people is…

Create a god for Da Xia by yourself, and they will not stop him in the slightest.

Dragon Three and Dragon Five have been successfully built.

Now a whole bunch of people are working on it.

This group of mysterious forces did not express their position at all. They only targeted Levi
Garrison and did not detoxify his daughter.

Now Yan Zangsheng suspects that this group of people belongs to Daxia.

Creating gods for Daxia without touching their etiquette is even beneficial to them.

But Levi Garrison’s daughter’s detoxification seems to have violated their interests, so they
will frantically target Levi Garrison.

And as soon as he was exposed, this group of people found him.

Except for the forces within Daxia, there can be no other people.

The only thing that made him uncertain was that the group was too strong.
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The lives that are now popular all over the world are simply ants in their hands.

But the aura has been recovering for so long, and there is no such level of powerhouse in
Daxia.

They are still a bunch.

What is the explanation for this?

This is the point that makes him uncertain!

If one had to be identified, it would have to be them.

Yan Zangsheng’s eyes brightened fiercely.

Whether it is them or not.

No matter how powerful Levi Garrison is, he is not their opponent.

He can only suggest the magic medicine.

But Levi Garrison couldn’t find it here.

…

Even Yan Zangsheng didn’t know who was targeting Levi Garrison, let alone Levi Garrison
himself.

However, on Yan Zangsheng’s side, he had already given up.

Now let the dark doctor frantically search for evil ways all over the world.

The Empire of Never Sunset is willing to help, and they secretly sent people to follow the
dark doctor to search and screen.

Really found a lot of wizards and the like.
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There are all kinds of evil ways.

Several methods selected by the dark doctor are relatively powerful.

But these methods have one thing in common – whether they are successful or not, Levilia
will definitely be backlashed.

For example, to give an absurd example – according to a wizard, it can attract an evil spirit
to dispel poison. But no matter whether it can dispel the poison or not, the evil spirit will
definitely possess the ruler.

Levi Garrison would not believe these absurd claims.

And it’s not reliable either.

I don’t know if the effect has any effect, the backlash is certain.

How could this reassure him?

He continued to let the dark doctor search and find some reliable solutions.

At least you have to see the effect, so Levi Garrison can accept the side effects.

You can’t even be sure of the effect, who knows what it will be like.

Not only that, Levi Garrison also dispatched the evil evil spirit.

The evil spirit monster is more experienced in this regard.

“It’s still so far…”

Levi Garrison looked at Levilia and said.
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If it doesn’t work, it can only be the solution that the experts of the Sky Shield Bureau came
up with at that time-retain Levilia’s consciousness and give up the body.

But at this point, Levi Garrison didn’t want to go.

He will blame himself for the rest of his life…

next time.

Hydra’s plan to create a god for the War Bear Kingdom is getting more and more mature.

Efficiency is also getting higher.

Moreover, the mighty War Bear Kingdom has developed two first-level forbidden areas and
seven second-level forbidden areas in China.

As for the development of the third-level forbidden area, it is too many to count.

For the time being, resources are terribly abundant.

They all disdain to attack Levi Garrison’s resource idea.

Their own resources are sufficient.

God’s plan to protect the Hydra continues.

The number of gods in the War Bear Kingdom is constantly increasing.

No one knows the exact number, but it’s increasing every day.

Terrifying to the extreme!
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And the Apocalypse Empire, which has been stared at by the War Bear Kingdom, has never
done anything.

Even all the gods of the Apocalypse Empire seemed to be invisible.

It hasn’t appeared since then.

Moreover, the Apocalypse Empire did not go to find resources, and there was no sign of it at
all.

It’s as if Levi Garrison didn’t tell them the secret of the resource at all.

Everyone began to wonder if they had other secret actions.

But Zhanxiong Nation kept staring at it, nothing unusual.

Moreover, the always arrogant Heilongguo also kept a low profile, and their eldest prince
never showed up again.

The biggest change should be the organization of the revenge Hydra.

With the resources deceived from Levi Garrison, they are growing stronger day by day.

As for the plan to avenge Hydra, they were left behind.

Now all I think about is how strong it is, how can it be compared with the top forces.

hatred?

What is hatred?

It’s just a guise to grow the organization!

in a short time.

They have expanded to two hundred thousand people.
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Among them, there are actually more than 170 gods, and they are still increasing.

They also set a lot of rules and regulations.

As if it had become a country.

This is clearly the organizers for their own profit.

They have never assassinated Hydra again.

From the establishment of the revenge Hydra organization to the present, they have never
killed a Hydra person.

On the contrary, Levi Garrison had already killed twenty of them.

As a result, they were still blaming Levi Garrison in various ways, saying that he did not dare
to take revenge against Hydra at all, he was a coward…

As for the War Eagle Kingdom, it has been so low-key that no one has mentioned it.

There are many gods who want to go to War Eagle Country to wreak havoc.

As a result, they all disappeared after arriving in the War Eagle Kingdom.

Have no idea what happened.

The biggest change should be Daxia.

After getting the resources provided by Levi Garrison, I was with Yan Zangsheng, the genius
doctor.

The gods are one after the other.

In a short period of time, the gods appeared one after another.

Many of Levi Garrison’s acquaintances, as seedlings, have all become gods.
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After Zoey Lopez and the others became gods, they came to detoxify Levilia immediately.

Thinking about expelling toxins with the powerful aura in his body.

As a result, Levilia was poisoned again.

Fortunately, Levi Garrison didn’t go out, just by the side, suppressing Levilia’s poisonous hair,
otherwise Levilia would have to confess.

Levi Garrison angrily reprimanded them—God is just a title, not a real god!

Now these gods see themselves as omnipotent gods.

I feel that my power can solve anything.

The gods only absorbed a certain degree of spiritual energy, and the spiritual energy
appeared lingering, like a halo.

Known as “God”.

Power is power, but not to that extent.

But what makes Levi Garrison happy is that Daxia is stronger, which is also good.

Sometimes they can’t come by themselves, and it’s not bad that they can protect
themselves.

But to detoxify Levilia, just pull it down!
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